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Abstract : The transition metal pair potential (TMPP) is used to predict the structural 
phase transitions in Ta and Fe under pressure. Ta and Fe are found to be most stable in bcc 
structure at observed volume Vq. Al the volume 0.75 Vq and 0.58 Fq Ta and Fe, respectively, 
undergo phase transformation from bcc =» fee structure. The TMPP is also used to study 
phonon frequencies of these metals at observed volume. The bulk moduli and elastic constants of 
Ta and Fe at observed volume are calculated by including the volume contribution. The 
calculated values and experimental results are found to agree within 10-15%. with a few 
exceptions.
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1. Introduction
The rapid developm ent o f high-pressure technique.^ has led to a renewed interest in study
[1,2] o f  the phase transform ation o f the transition metals, 'fhe pressure of several m egabar 
is needed to derive phase transform ation in transition metals. For exam ple, a  solid-solid 
phase transform ation o f  M o was found [3] in a shock con^pressicHti experim ent at a  pressure 
o f 2.1 M bar and a  tem perature o f 4100 K. The lack o f khowledge o f elastic constants and 
vibrational properties o f solid iron at linnet core pressure (3 -4  Mbar) and tem peratures 
(4000-8000 K) have m ade it hard to interpret the seismological data. As a  result, the study 
o f structural phase transform ation o f  transition metals have received a  lot o f attention o f  
theoreticians [4-7], recently.
In  order to interpret the results o f complex structures o f  transition m etals and raie- 
earths, it is still desirable to have simple m ethods of general applicability which are easy to
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handle and can reproduce the results close to the experimental values. In the present paper, 
we have chosen TM PP to study the structural phase transformation o f Fe and Ta, because 
these metals can bear high stresses a t normal temperature. The phonon spectra o f group-Va 
m etals like Ta are full o f anomalies [8] throughout the Brilloine zone (BZ) such as upward 
concavity at the origin o f the [100] T  and [110] T2 branches and crossing o f the [100] L  and 
[110 ] L  curves, so it will be interesting to study its bulk properties and phase transformaticm 
alongw ith its phonon spectrum. The phase diagram s o f iron a t very high pressure and 
temperature is o f considerable geophysical interest because the earths Uquid outer core and 
solid inner core arc composed prim arily o f this element. Thermal and compositional models 
o f the core and the overlying mantle, which receives much o f its heat from the core, are 
strongly dependent on our knowledge of the phase stability of iron. The phase diagram  of 
iron is still highly uncertain at extreme pressures and die crystalline s tm au re  o f inner core 
remains essentially unknown.
2. T heory
The total energy o f a  solid in second-order perturbation theory is written as 
E  =  £ . ,(n o )  +  ^ V b .( r  =  0 ) + ^ 5 ; F , „ ( r , ) . (1)
i # 0
E^ioo) is the energy o f all electrons in the solid, no =  Z,/Vo  is the density o f  electrons, 
w here Vo is atom ic volum e and Z , is the valence o f  the ion. The exchange-correlation 
corrections a p p r o i^ t e  to electron densities in m etals have been included in £eg('to)- The 
effective ion-ion interaction is function o f  ion positions rj. The volume dependence
in this term  is included through the saeen in g  function e(.q), where q is the phonon wave 
vectcff. Vb, ( r  s  0) can be obtained from the bandstructure part o f  VeiK^) by putting r  = 0 and 
then solving the integrals follow ing the procedure o f Pettifor and W ard [9] using tw o- 
param eter Heine-Abarenkov [10] model potential and rational dielectric fimetion [1 1 ].
Considering the non-interacting band m odel for s- and ^/-electrons, the ion-ion 
interaction for transition m etals is written as the sum o f  s-s  contribution, d-d  repulsive and 
d -d  attractive contributions as follows [12 ] :
Veff(r) = [Vfir(r) + V^(r) + V^(r)]exp(-«k|,rr/*Vf). (2)
w h o e  V>£ is obtained in second-order perturbation theory using the H eine-Abarenkov [10] 
m odel potential and a  rational dielectric function [11]. The ^/-electron contributions V ^r) 
and F ^ r )  are taken from  the papa  o f  W ills and Harrison (hereafter referred to be as W H )
[12]. E xp  (-nitjTr/AvjE-) is a  dam ping factor obtained by Takanaka and Yam am oto [13]. 
H ere Vp= hkp/m  is the Ferm i velocity and is the Boltzmann constant.
The bulk m odulus can be obtained by differrotiating eq. ( 1 ) twice and finally, w e get
■#0
(3)
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The volme contribution to ^  arises from the volume dependence o f the bandstructure 
part o f energy X ’ Vi»s (?)• The analytical expression of comes out to be
*bs d v l. (4)
(9/(9Vi) operates on explicit volume term while d ld V ^  opetates on volume dependence o f 
the dielectric function z(q) only.
The elastic constants for cubic crystals in longwavoflength-limit and C^^
can be obtained easily once the force constants are known. |iy  including volume-dependent 
contribution At,,., we can get the elastic moduli using the following relations :
Cn = Cu + ^bs. (5a)
(-12 “  (5b)
(^ 44 = C«4 • (5C)
It is to be noted that C 44 rem ains unaffected by volume forces because it only involves 
homogeneous strain at constant volume.
The effective potential defined by eq. (2) is short ranged and it is fitted to a  Ciaussian 
expansion o f the form
'eff ( r )  = e x p (-^ .r ) , (6)
by least square fitting method. The values of C, and obtained from this fitting, are given 
in Table 1. The m axim um  deviation in the fitted values Of the effective potential at a  few
Table 1. Coefficient (Cj) in Ry and exponential decays in a.u.~  ^ for the 
effective pair potentials.
Ta Fc
C,(Ry) A(a.u.-‘) Ci(Ry) ft (a.u.*‘)
100966.400000 2.206391 171083.700000 2.572493
-38652.810000 1.682098 -93945.910000 2.188153
8537.997000 1.400025 35521.180000 1.567071
16530.750000 1.124783 -23514.290000 1.470403
-15162.760000 1.102442 826.818700 1.174558
13.768100 0.519244 -0.850673 0.565631
-1.235424 0.290378 -0.405779 0.44191
points upto r  = 3.7 it/kp  is found to  be 1.0 m Ry for bodi the metals. Here k f  is Fermi-wave 
vector.
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3. C alcu lations and  resu lts
There is a large overlap between electron densities of core and valence electrons in 
transition m etals. Therefore, some o f the rf-electrons also participate in the conduction 
process o f these m etals. In this paper, the calculations for Ta and Fe are done by 
considering the configurations and respectively. The atom ic radius Tq at
equilibrium is calculated from the observed [14] atomic volume. The rf-electron orbital radii 
for these metals are taken from [ 12]. The potential parameters D and are determined by 
fitting the elastic constant (C44) and bulk modulus (5). The values o f (D, r^) so obtained are 
found to be (0.47 a.u., 2.439 a.u.) and (0.70 a.u., 2.027 a.u.) for Ta and Fe, respectively.
3.1, Effective pair potential:
I b e  effective pair potentials for Ta and Fe are given in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The d- 
electron contribution is found to be dominant at the equilibrium position in both the metals.
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Figure 2. V^ ff (r) vs r for Fe. The rest of the legend 
is the same as that of Figure 1.
Figure 1. V f^f(r) vs r for Ta. Dashed, dot-dashed and 
sohd lines represent the contribution to V^ ffCr) due to 
s-electrons, 4-electrons and sum of the two 
contributions, respectively. In the inset, the 
s-electron-contribution is shown on a magnified scale.
The values o f  s- and d-electron contributions to Vej/r) at equilibrium are found to be (23.5 
and -6 2 .0  m Ry) and (16.5 and -3 6 .0  m Ry) in Ta and Fe, respectively, 'fh e  m agnitude of 
oscillatory part due to 5-election is very sm all and hardly shows any structure in the total 
effective potential. The depth o f  the potential well increases and the equilibrium position of 
the V ^ r )  shifted away from  the centre as we go from 3d  => 5d metal. VefKr") decreases
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faster as w e m ove beyond equilibrium  position and becom es alm ost negligible around 
seventh nearest neighbour for both the metals. Thus the contribution upto seventh shell is 
found su fO d ra t to achieve convergency while computing structural prq)erties o f the m etals 
under considoation .
3.2. Structural phase trantformation:
In the present study o f  T a and Fe the calculation is done fur three crystal structures bcc, 
fee and hep  for an ideal axial ra tio  c /a  dow n to compressed atom ic volum e 0.55 Vq. 
The bandstruGture energy curves as function o f  atomic voluipe are shown in Figures 3 and 
4 for Ta and Fe, respectively. The bcc phase is found lowest in energy for both Ta and Fe.
for fee, bcc and bep structures of Ta as a function of 
atomic volume.
for fee, bee and hep structures of Fe as a function of 
atomic volume.
The phase transition from bcc fee structure takes place at the atomic volume 0.58 Vq and
0. 75 Vo for Po 2nd Ta, respectively. LM TO-ASA calculations 115] in the local-spin-density 
^p ro x im atio n  with gradient corrections to the exchange-correlation energy density show a  
phase transition from ferromagnetic cr-Fe to nonmagneede fee phase a t about 80 Kbar.
1. J. Bulk moduli, elastic constants and phonon frequencies:
The TM PP defined by eq. (2) and the effective pair potential obtained by W H are basically 
same. Therefore, we have com pared our calculated values o f elastic constants and bulk
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m oduli (B) with the results obtained by WH and experim ental values [16] in Table 2. The 
theoretical values o f B obtained by us in the present paper and those obtained by W H differ
Table 2. Elastic constants (C,yin Mbar), Cauchy latio (C12/C44), bulk modulus B (in Mbar) and
volume contribution (in Mbar) of transition metals at 300 K. Values written within 
parentheses are difference (in percent) in theoretical values and experimental results.
Q l Cj2 ^44 Q2/C’44 B
Ta Exptll6] 2.67 1.61 0.83 1.95 1.963
Tlieor. 2.372 (-11) 1.370 (-15) 1.041 (+25) 1.31 1,704 (-13)
Wills and Harrison [12] 2.08 (-22) 1.96 (+21) 1.51 (+82) 1.30 0.68 (-65)
Rose and Shore [20] 3.323 (-f24) 2.076 (+29) 1.038 (+25) 2.00 2.180 (+11)
Sigalas and Papaconsun-
topoulos [5] 2.612 (-2) 1.702 (+6) 0.83 (0) 2.05 2.005 (+2)
Soderlind et al [22] 2.91 (-FlO) 1.62(0) 0.84(0) 1.93 2.050 (+4)
^bs -0.392 (-23)
Fe Expt(16] 2.28 1.33 1.11 1.20 1.647
Theor. 2.341 (+3) 1.539 (+16) 1.125 (+1) 1.37 1.806 (+10)
Wills and Hanison [12] 1.78 (-22) 1.64 (+23) 0.85 (-23) 1.93 0.496 (-70)
Rose and Shore [20] 3.507 (4-34) 2.307 (+73) 1.015 (-9) 2.27 2.719 (+65)
Sdderlind et al [21] 2.227 (-2) 1.287 (-3) 1.313 (+18) 0.98 1.600 (-3)
Abf -0.414 (-38)
by about 13% in case o f Ta and by 70% in case o f Fe frcan the respective experimental 
values. The volume contribution ^bs to B -0 .392  M bar and -0 .414  M bar are found to be 
-2 3 %  and -38%  for Ta and Fe, respectively. The TM PP yields overall better results for 
bulk moduli mid elastic constants for all the metals as com pared to the results obtained by 
W H because o f the two reasons : (i) W H have completely ignored the volume contribution, 
which is found quite significant to bulk modulus, C n  and C 12 in case of Ta and Fe. (ii) WH 
have em ployed the Thom as-Ferm i dielectric function for 5-electron saeen ing . W hereas in 
5-electron part o f TM PP it is represented by the rational dielectric function, which includes 
the exchange and correlation corrections through its param eters as they are obtained by 
fitting it w ith L indhard-Taylor [17] dielectric function by least square fitting method. 
O verall better agreem ent o f  our calculated results with the expoim ental [16] values shows 
that the rational dielectric function com bined with tw o-param eter Heine-Abarenkov [10] 
m odel potential is a  betto^ choice over the one-parameter Ashcroft [18] model potential and 
Thom as-Ferm i screening function to describe the 5-5  interaction in TM PP. However, the 
5-5  in teraction obtained by W H  is sim ple and has its own im portance because o f its 
originality. W e have ^ s o  ctnupared our results o f  elastic constants with other available 
theoretical results [6 ,1 9 -2 2 ] in Table 2.
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Figure 5. Phonon dispersion curves of Ta at 300 K. % o and A represent the expenmental values 
due to Woods [23] at room temperature.
Figure 6. Phonon diispersion curves of Fe at 300 K. o and A represent the experimental values 
due to Minkiewicz et al [24] at room temperature.
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The calculated phonon spectra o f Ta and Fe are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The 
theoretical and experimental [23,24] values o f phonon frequencies agree to within 21 % for 
Ta and 17% for Fe, except at a few wave vectors near BZ boundary. The m axim um  
discrepancy between calculated and experimental phonon frequencies of Ta is found to be 
51% along [110] L mode at BZ boundary. Our results are found similar to those reported by 
Rebonato and Broughton [25] using Finnis-Sinclair 16] potential and by Animalu [26] using 
transition m etal m odel potential (TM M P). Only the light binding m ethod [27] in the 
second-m om ent approxim ation, am ongs the (sem i) phcnom enogical m odels know n to 
authors, gives com parable agreement with the experim ental phonon dispersion curves o f 
Ta. It p red icts incorrectly , however, the elastic constants. In order to in terpret the 
anom alous behaviour in the phonon spectra o f transition metals like Ta, the tight binding 
method proposed by Varma and W eber [28] may be a  good choice. However, such first- 
principle methods are more lime consuming and require much more computational efforts 
and cannot be easily extended to other transitition metals.
4. Conclusioiis
In sum m ary, TM PP has been used to predict the structural phase transform ation o f 
transition m etals Fe and Ta. The r/-electron contribution has been found to decide the 
equilibrium  position in the effective potential. The magnitude o f rZ-elecUon contribution to 
the potential Vj/r)  at equilibrium is found to be more than 2.5 limes than the magnitude of 
the .y-electron contribution in both the metals. The volum e contribution 4bs to elastic 
constants C n  and C n  and bulk modulus B  is found quite significant for both Ta and Fe. 
The calculated structural energy predicts that (i) bcc structure at equilibrium is most stable 
for Ta and Fe, (ii) the bcc phase uansform s to fee phase at 0.58 Vo and 0.75 Vo atom ic 
volum e, for Ta and Fe, respectively. Sim ilar conclusion has been drawn by Sigalas and 
Piqraconstantopoulos [5] for phase transformation o f I 'a  under pressure using first principle 
local-density-functional theory.
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